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• On 09 December 2021 we gave a workshop to employees of the Armenian 
Ministry of Finance on the German, Georgian and Ukrainian e-procurement 
systems.

• The Ukrainian e-procurement system ProZorro has been discussed in detail.

• In this context follow-up questions regarding procurement analytics, appeal 
process analysis, e-catalogues and cross-border procurement arose, which 
are discussed in this policy study part 2. Questions regarding a timeline for 
the reform process, auction types and cybersecurity are discussed in policy 
study part 1. 

Introduction

4
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Procurement analytics/monitoring

2. Procurement 
analytics/monitoring
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2. Procurement monitoring/appeal - principles
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• Ukrainian PP system has a multilayer appeal system as a large emphasis is 
made on: 

− Enabling bidders to protect their rights, monitor and challenge competitors’ 
offers - done through an official APPEAL system via AMCU

− General tender oversight and monitoring based on automated risk-management 
and media reporting - done through MONITORING system via DASU

− Civil monitoring and complaints system - done through multiple NGOs that use 
different routes - public access to information requests, appeal and law 
enforcement applications, notifications to the respective CA’s management body 
etc.

• Key logic behind this is that in developing countries one can hardly expect 
that any software or PP law changes will eradicate wilful or honest mistakes. 
Thus creating different independent avenues to ‘vent steam’ and find justice 
make the system attractive to participants
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• Ukraine implements automated risk indicator system used for monitoring 
potentially flawed tenders. It’s important to note that it deals with 
CAs/suppliers’ behaviour and documents, not prices, quality or whether the 
procurement was needed at all

• Every night system automatically recalculates all ongoing tenders database 
and divides it into 3 batches based on scoring of 53 metrics:

− High risk (1.2 score and above) - 100% of such tenders are sent for review to the 
auditor’s cabinet

− Medium risk (0.5 to 1.1) - 70% are sent for review
− Low risk (0.1 to 0.4)  - 50% are sent for review

• Auditors manually accept tenders for review based on their workload and 
regional distribution. While they are not allowed to ignore risky tenders, in 
practice they are able to process only a fraction of what is needed due to low 
capacity of DASU
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• Auditor’s cabinet allows them to review all tender info except closed bids and ask for 
clarifications via electronic system (all correspondence visible to anyone)
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• Key DASU monitoring business processes:

Decision to 
start 

monitoring

Monitoring resultsOutside 
ProZorro

2 days Up to 15 days

Monitors the 
procurement

Makes inquiries 
to the CA

May submit 
voluntary 

comments/ 
explanations

Replies to 
DASU’s 

questions within 
3 days

C
A

D
A

SU and

Monitoring start

No infraction There is an infraction
instruction to remedy it

Remedies the 
infraction

Informs that 
infraction can’t be 

remedied

Litigates the 
monitoring results 

within 10 days

Asks for a 
clarification within 

3 days

If infraction is 
not remedied

Fine
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№ OECD Risk indicator Indicator's name

1 Misuse of exception procedures on the basis 

of legal exceptions: contract splitting; extreme 

urgency or protection of national security 

interests; unjustified continuation of existing 

contracts

CA applied negotiation procurement procedure method without legal reason. (absence of two unsuccessful open procedures)

2 CA applied negotiation procurement procedure method without legal reason. (additional procurement of goods)

3 CA applied negotiation procurement procedure method without legal reason. (additional purchase of works)

4 CA applied negotiation procurement procedure method without legal reason. (explanation does not match used reason)

5

Unjustified constraints hindering foreign 

participation

The wrong procurement procedure method is selected by CA for procuring goods and services with an estimated value above 133 000 

EUR threshold

6

The wrong procurement procedure method is selected by CA for procuring works with an estimated value above 5 150 000 EUR 

threshold

7

Timeframe not consistently applied to all 

suppliers/bidders The framework agreement was published later than 7 days after this framework agreement was signed

8

Lack of proper reporting and recordkeeping of 

changes in contract The change to the contract was published later than 3 days after this change was signed

9

Unreasonable delays in evaluating bids and 

selecting winner

CA exceeded consideration of the most economically advantageous bid proposition – more than 5 working days

10

CA exceeded consideration of the most economically advantageous bid proposition and there is a protocol for consideration extension 

– more than 20 working days

11 CA established guarantee at the level more than 3% from the procedure’s estimated value (procuring goods and services)

12 CA established guarantee at the level more than 0.05% from the procedure’s estimated value (procuring works)

13

CA selected procurement procedure method “belowThreshold” with estimated value more than threshold instead of open 

procurement procedure method (“aboveThresholdUA” or “aboveThresholdEU”) for procuring goods and services

14

CA selected procurement procedure method “belowThreshold” with estimated value more than threshold instead of open 

procurement procedure method (“aboveThresholdUA” or “aboveThresholdEU”) for procuring works

15 Timeframe not consistently applied to all 

suppliers/bidders

CA didn’t answer the enquiry within 3 working days.

16 CA didn’t answer the complaint about tender documentation within 5 working days.

17

Unreasonable delays in evaluating bids and 

selecting winner

CA exceeded consideration of the most economically advantageous bid proposition in Open procurement above EU threshold– more 

than 20 working days

18 CA didn't comply with the decision of the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine

19 CA didn't publish the report on contract execution
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№ OECD Risk indicator Indicator's name

20 CA didn’t publish the signed contract PDF document in the e-procurement system, only a digital signature is present

21

Timeframe not consistently applied to all 

suppliers/bidders

The contract was signed and published later than 20 days after the contract award notice was published (open tenders)

22 The contract was signed and published later than 35 days after the contract award notice was published (negotiation)

23 The contract was signed and published later than 20 days after the contract award notice was published (negotiation quick)

24

Misuse of exception procedures on the basis 

of legal exceptions: contract splitting; extreme 

urgency or protection of national security 

interests; unjustified continuation of existing 

contracts

CA selected procurement procedure method “reporting” with estimated value more than 50,000 UAH instead of open procurement 

procedure method (“aboveThresholdUA” or “aboveThresholdEU”) for procuring goods, services or works

25

Public notice contains insufficient information 

and instructions to help suppliers/bidders 

prepare their bids, including pricing 

instructions CA did not publish tender documentation in the tender notice, and the winner was selected

26 Timeframe not consistently applied to all 

suppliers/bidders

CA published tender documentation later than 15 days from bids qualification (for “aboveThresholdUA” procedures)

27 CA published tender documentation later than 30 days from bids qualification (for “aboveThresholdEU” procedures)

28 CA published tender notice and didn’t certify it by a digital signature

29 CA published tender award notice and didn’t certify it by a digital signature

30 CA published signed contract documents and didn’t certify it by a digital signature

31 The winner is selected without published bid offer

32 CA selected a winner and rejected all participants in the Lot for procuring goods and services

33 CA selected a winner and rejected all participants in the Lot for procuring works

34 Misuse of exception procedures on the basis 
of legal exceptions: contract splitting; extreme 
urgency or protection of national security 
interests; unjustified continuation of existing 
contracts

CA made procurement of goods and services with the same CPV by applying “belowThreshold” procurement method and the total of 

this procurements is more than 200 000 UAH for general CA type

35

CA made procurement of goods and services with the same CPV by applying “belowThreshold” procurement method and the total of 

this procurements is more than 1 000 000 UAH for special CA type

36

CA made procurement of works with the same CPV by applying “belowThreshold” procurement method and the total of this 

procurements is more than 1 500 000 UAH for general CA type
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№ OECD Risk indicator Indicator's name

37

Misuse of exception procedures on the basis 
of legal exceptions: contract splitting; extreme 
urgency or protection of national security 
interests; unjustified continuation of existing 
contracts

CA made procurement of works with the same CPV by applying “belowThreshold” procurement method and the total of this 

procurements is more than 5 000 000 UAH for special CA type

38

“BelowThreshold” repeating procurement procedure with the award to the same supplier and procedure’s estimated value is slightly

below the 200 000 for general CA type (goods or services)

39

“BelowThreshold” repeating procurement procedure with the award to the same supplier and procedure’s estimated value is slightly

below the 1 000 000 for special CA type (goods or services)

40

“BelowThreshold” repeating procurement procedure with the award to the same supplier and procedure’s estimated value is slightly

below the 1 500 000 for general CA type (works)

41

“BelowThreshold” repeating procurement procedure with the award to the same supplier and procedure’s estimated value is slightly

below the 5 000 000 for special CA type (works)

42 CA disqualified the bidders with the best bid and awarded a private entrepreneur with a history of contracts awarded 3 or more times

43

While conducting the procuring procedure for goods and service above EU threshold, the CA rejected 2 or more bidders on the pre-

qualification stage

44

While conducting the procuring procedure for works above EU threshold, the CA rejected 2 or more bidders on the pre-qualification 

stage

45 Cancellation of a procedure without legal reason (lack of further need)

46 Cancellation of a procedure without legal reason (lack of funding)

47 Contract Authority changed essential terms of the contract

48 Contract Authority purchased more than 3 different kinds of goods or services from one supplier

49 Contract Authority purchased more than 3 different kinds of works from one supplier

50 A winner refused to sign a contract

51 CA announced a tender while it's tender with the same CPV is under investigation by the Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine

52 CA rejected 3 or more participants but 2 or more participants left

53 CA rejected 2 participants but 2 or more participants left
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• Key monitoring statistics:
− DASU monitors ~1.8% of all PP procedures (4.9% of expected contract value)
− DASU monitored procurement of ⅕ of all relevant CAs
− In 62% monitoring starts based on DASU’s own initiative (less than 1% based on 

media reports) which shows still limited power of public resonance 
− 77% of all monitoring deal with open tenders, 9% - under-the-threshold PP
− Median duration of all monitoring in around 9 days, if they last longer, there is 

much increased chance monitoring won’t find any infractions
− 92% of all monitoring lead to finding some kind of infraction
− Only 39% of all infraction removal orders are fully implemented. However, 

monitored procedures have over 5 times higher chance to have the contract 
terminated - it seems this is the preferred solution for most CAs to ‘save face’

− Only 3.3% of monitoring results are litigated, but these are mostly large tenders 
(13.8% of total expected contract value)

− DASU usually starts monitoring after the auction took place (59% of all cases)

• Overall monitoring still concentrates mostly on easy to spot procedural 
formalities and not substance

Source: https://ti-ukraine.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Derzhaudytsluzhba-v-publichnyh-zakupivlyah-chy-efektyvni-monitoryngy-1.pdf

https://ti-ukraine.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Derzhaudytsluzhba-v-publichnyh-zakupivlyah-chy-efektyvni-monitoryngy-1.pdf
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3. Appeal process analysis
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• e-Appeal process plays a crucial role in ProZorro as the mechanism for 
finding, reporting and troubleshooting CA’s and suppliers’ actions that may 
hinder competition, contract integrity or due PP process

• Appeal process is always a compromise between:
− Speed of process that allows to remedy problems without rendering the tender 

in question obsolete 
− Ease and cost of process that makes appeals accessible for prospective bidders
− Rigor of process that allows meticulous and fair appeal handling

• As it’s impossible to meet all goals simultaneously, every country should 
tailor the cost/timing/ease of submission to ensure healthy PP market. 
Ukraine’s policy makers loosely defined it as:

− ~50% share of appeal success
− No abrupt growth of quantity of appeals, possibility to process all appeals for a 

given tender within reasonable amount of time (~30 days)
− Low amount of fake/obviously unsubstantiated appeals 
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• There are 3 main types of appeals that may be submitted: 

Appeal re tender 
documentation

A prospective 
bidder challenges 

tender 
requirements or 

CAs actions 
BEFORE bid 
submission 

deadline

Appeal re prequalification 
of the supplier

An actual bidder 
challenges CAs 
actions AFTER 

auction and 
reviewing all bids -

usually 
unfair/wrong 

treatment 

Appeal re tender bid 
evaluation*

An actual bidder 
challenges CAs 

action re 
qualification of his 

or other’s bids 
AFTER submission 

but BEFORE 
auction

• Besides that, participants may challenge tender cancellation (if they believe 
CA did it due to `preferred bidder’ not winning)

• Overall, a bidder that files an appeal had a 13.5% share of winning the 
tender** - which makes appeals economically viable

* ~70% of all appeals
** above-the-threshold open tender procedures 2018-2M2020
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* in case of an above-the-EU-threshold tender. This stage is absent in other types of PP procedures

• Appeal timing: 

Contract 
execution

1 2 3 4 5 6Bid submission Auction wait Bids 
evaluation

Contract 
signing

Suppliers pre-
qualification*

Appeal re tender 
documentation

Appeal re prequalification 
of the supplier

Appeal re tender bid 
evaluation

Tender 
announcement

End of bid 
submission

Technical 
evaluation

Auction Announcement 
of contract 
signing intent

Appeal
5 days

Appeal 
10 days4 days 

Appeal
up to 4 days till deadline 

• ProZorro blocks appeal submission outside these time periods
• Tender cancellation can be appealed within 10 days after the event
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3. Appeal process analysis

• Once an appeal is submitted by the claimant in ProZorro: 
− Appeal fee payment documents are automatically attached, appeal is registered 

and a relevant e-document is created and published online
− Since this time an appeal can’t be revoked (both legally - to avoid alleged cases 

of extortion when the claimant asked for a ‘fee’ from other tender participants, 
and technically)

− Date of appeal start is the date of the above mentioned document publication. 
Fully online process requires timely and accurate data input by the AMCU - i.e. if 
the appeal ends at 00:30, ProZorro will count it as next day while the AMCU 
personnel might consider they are working ‘late at night’

− AMCU has 3 days to make initial decision on the appeal:
o Accept the appeal for consideration
o Leave it without consideration (i.e. the claim is totally unsubstantiated 

consisting of blank pages etc.)
o Stop the appeal process (if the tender is cancelled)

− After that AMCU has 10 working days to review the claim (can be prolonged to 
20 working days at the discretion of AMCU - usually used in case of massive and 
complicated cases or peak tender season - i.e. December)
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3. Appeal process analysis

• Appeal consideration process: 
− All appeals and accompanying documents are submitted in electronic format 

only and are visible to any observer, as well as the final decision of the AMCU
− Tender is technically locked during the appeal process and may afterwards be 

altered, restarted from the pause or cancelled per the AMCU decision
− Appeal hearing can be held in absence of the parties or with them present (if any 

of them expressed such desire), including via teleconference. In the latter case 
the hearing is open to everyone

− Currently AMCU has 2 separate 3-person committees to review claims. It creates 
a bit of controversy as both committees can’t have 100% consistent practices. 
There was substantial deliberation about best method to integrate it (as it’s 
impractical to have a ‘high chamber’ as in the judiciary system). Currently AMCU 
maintains an extensive list of searchable precedent decisions and model 
examples to give general guidance of its policies

− AMCU is not empowered to:
o Examine document forgeries
o Force CAs to sign a contract or determine technical specifications 
o Evaluate or change estimated tender budget etc.
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• AMCU can make one of the following decisions re an appeal: 

AMCU appoints actions to 
be taken by the CA to 

remedy tender violation

Tender is cancelled if 
violations can’t be 

remedied

Violation is absentViolation is found

AMCU makes a decision to 
refuse appeal

ProZorro automatically 
reschedules auction in at 

least 2 days

− Within 1 day of making the decision AMCU publishes the appeal result in ProZorro
− Within 3 days AMCU publishes full text of its decision and sends copies to the 

claimant and the CA
− Appeal results are compulsory since AMCU decision day and are to be implemented 

within 30 days maximum, unless litigated by the CA.
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• Appeal fees
− There is a payment for all appeals to the AMCU which is a deterrent for 

unsubstantiated claims. 
− Payment is done online through SOE ProZorro and unpaid claims are technically 

not submitted to the AMCU by the IT system
− In case the appeal is won payment is returned to the claimant within 2 days, 

otherwise it is paid to the state budget
− Appeal fee:

o In case tender documentation is challenged: 0.3% of the tender budget (or 
relevant tender lot if only separate lots are challenged) but no less than 
UAH 2,000 (~$77) and no more than UAH 85,000 (~$3,270)

o In case CA’s actions or inactions are challenged: 0.6% of the tender budget 
(or relevant tender lot if only separate lots are challenged) but no less than 
UAH 3,000 (~$115) and no more UAH 170,000 (~$6,538)
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• Tender trolling:
− Tender trolling is a popular scapegoat among politicians that often claim that 

some very important/urgent tender failed because of malintented appeals. 
While certainly dishonest cases exist, they form a miniscule share of total 
appeals and even smaller share of total tenders:
o In 2020-10M2021 there were 24,300 appeals submitted (less than 4% 

tenders are ever challenged - but as it is economically more viable to 
challenge the largest tenders these 4% tenders represent 16.6% of total 
value of PP for the period).

o 6,000 companies filed at least 1 claim, the average is 4 claims per claimant
o Top-3 CAs by appeals are State Railways (405 appeals), MoD (204), Gas-

transit system operator (193) - all of which are among the largest CAs in the 
country

o Top-3 claimants have 386, 277 and 179 appeals respectively, of which 77% 
were won. Only 11 companies have over 100 appeals within 2 years

− Critical tenders have to be managed by professional CAs and planned 
beforehand, otherwise there is always a chance of failure - and it’s only too easy 
to blame it on ‘bad bidders’
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E-catalogues and central procurement bodies 

4. E-catalogues and 
central procurement 

bodies 
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• Procurement is a complicated process that requires substantial 
skills and market knowledge - thus it is obviously efficient to use 
some form of centralised procurement

PROs CONs

Centralisation of experience - best 
procurement officers able to handle more

Standardisation of purchases - one type 
of items leads to bickering within CAs

Scale effect - wholesale contracts instead 
of small batches

Potential decrease of competition and 
SME participation

Ability to work with producers or direct 
imports

Requires market education and more 
developed supply chains

More negotiation power to ensure better 
quality or conflict resolution

More transparency - easier to monitor 1 
contract as opposed to several small and 
not always competitive purchases
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• Ukraine uses several types of centralised procurement for goods and services 
(no works!), mostly with positive results:

− Central procurement bodies (CPBs) - a state/municipal company may be 
designated as a CPB by the Cabinet of Ministers if it meets qualification criteria 
(number of personnel, experience etc.)
o Voluntary - a CPB pools requests from interested CAs, combines them into 1 

contract and conducts a tender. A CPB may handle logistics or leave it to 
separate CAs as per their mutual agreement. CPB services are paid by CAs

o Compulsory - Cabinet of minister/local council may force procurement of 
some types of items only through a CPB (currently ~50% of medical 
procurement) - in this case using CPB is free for participating CAs

− E-catalogues - a method of procurement that may be administered by a CPB for 
under-the-threshold procurement - basically e-commerce site for CAs
o Direct purchase through e-catalogue - click-n-buy system as in any e-shop
o Price inquiry - CA sends request to buy a certain good to all suppliers that 

are registered on the e-catalogue, they reply with their current prices, e-
catalogue automatically selects a winner and parties confirms the purchase
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• CPB is financed either directly by the budget of by fees it receives from CAs 
that use it’s services:

− 3% - up to UAH 10 m procurement
− 2% - up to UAH 50 m procurement
− 1% - up to UAH 100 m procurement
− 0.5% - above UAH 100 m

• For many CAs it’s cheaper to outsource procurement to the CPB than hire 
own procurement staff. Additional motivation is to shift legal responsibility

• Major obstacles to wider CPB usage are:
− Lack of desire to lose control over own budget
− Poor planning and scheduling from individual CAs that sometimes don’t know 

what and when they need
− Standardisation disagreements (‘I need exactly this chair and nothing else’)

• CPBs use ProZorro and all standard procurement practices that exist in 
Ukraine
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• Medical procurement is largely handled by a specialised 
State Enterprise ‘Medical Procurement of Ukraine’ as per 
Resolution of the CMU №298:

− 14 budget programs in 2020 worth UAH 4.9 bn (~ $ 182 m)*
− 19 budget programs in 2021 worth UAH 7.2 bn (~ $ 264 m)
− 30 budget programs in 2022

* including COVID-19 vaccines

• ‘Medical Procurement of Ukraine’, using substantial donor support, 
developed extensive procurement capacity:

− 77 personnel
− Own IT-system MeData for demand pooling, logistics and inventory/vaccine 

management, hospitals reporting etc.

• As a result ‘Medical Procurement of Ukraine’ managed to buy 56% of drug 
types cheaper than international agencies (UNICEF, UNDP, Crown Agents) 
that handled such procurement in Ukraine in 2016-2019

https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/298-2011-%D0%BF#Text
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• Procurement cycle for centralised medical procurement aims to eliminate conflict of 
interest as Ministry of Healthcare deals with policy only (including market access)
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• E-catalogue (called 
Prozorro.Market) is an online 
shop for small-size procurement 
launched in 2019

• Managed by CPB ‘Medical 
Procurement of Ukraine’ (medical 
equipment and drugs) and CPB 
‘Professional procurement’ (all 
other items)

• Uses ProZorro and its 
marketplaces as any other 
procurement procedure
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Efficient 
procurement

Fast 
procurement

Less responsibility 
for the CA

Open tenders
Framework agreements

Negotiation procedure

Si
m

p
lif
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d

 
p

ro
cu

re
m

e
n

t

Public procurement law exemptions

Prozorro
Market

• E-catalogue usage 
increased 5-fold in 2021:

− > 4 400 CAs
− > 26 000 contracts 

worth UAH 600 m
− > 500 contracts/week;
− > 60 000 items
− > 800 categories

• Allows to buy multiple 
items in one ‘cart’ and 
agreement:

− All suppliers are already 
prequalified by a CPB

− Procurement up to UAH 
200,000 per item takes 
4-9 days
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• 2 types of procurement through e-catalogue:

− Direct 
purchase
(below UAH 
50,000 per item, 
CA chooses any 
item it likes 
regardless of 
price)

2 days

− Price 
inquiry
(UAH 50,000-
200,000  per 
item, CA buys 
the best 
economic 
offer)

No more than 10 
days

No more than 10 
days

2 daysNo less than 2 days 
(determined by CA)

Contract signing
Supplier 

confirms/declines sale
Supplier receives 
request for sale

Contract signing 
(contract can be 

above UAH 
200,000, limit 

applies to each 
item in it)

Supplier 
confirms/declines 

sale
CA sends request for 

price proposals

Suppliers send their 
current prices to ProZorro

E-system automatically 
determines the winner
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• Prozorro.Market is financed by suppliers - they pay a fee from each contract 
signed:

− 3% - up to UAH 50,000 procurement
− 2% - UAH 50,000-200,000 procurement
− 1% - above UAH 200,000 

• All suppliers are prequalified by the CPB, they don’t need to prepare any 
tender documents for each contract:

− Prequalification requires a valid legal entity with proven track record in selling 
respective type of goods (i.e. 20 tax orders/20 receipt/5 ProZorro contracts…)

Access to e-catalogue

CPB provides access
CPB publishes its 

decision
CPB evaluates 

supplier’s application

No more than 5 daysNo more than 10 days Within 1 day

Approval/decline CPB’s decision published
Supplier applies for access to e-

catalogue for certain types of items
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Cross-border procurement

5. Cross-border 
procurement
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• Transboundary procurement still has a relatively low share in most markets. 
In 2021 Ukraine had ~350 direct cross-border participants that managed to 
win at least 1 bid worth ~$ 500 m* (~1% of all tenders)

• This data is much higher if we account for regional 
representatives/dealerships - regardless of the procurement system it’s 
always easier (and cheaper tax-wise) to participate if you have a team inside 
the country

• Still cross-border participation is very important for:
− High-tech equipment
− Rare or very complex goods/services/works to be procured
− Crisis situations and market failures

− Healthcare and drug supply

* data is pretty dirty as foreign participants manually enter city/region into the input field 
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• Even the EU common market has a moderate share of direct cross-border 
participants in medium sized tenders*:

* TED database 2009-2019 EU27 Member States, the UK, and the EFTA countries
For tenders above EUR200m share of direct and indirect cross-border PP is higher by ⅓-⅕ 

Type Description

Domestic Companies located in the same country as the CA, both of which independent or controlled by companies in the same country

Cross-border – direct Companies located in a foreign country, both of which independent or controlled by companies in a foreign country

Cross-border – indirect Companies located in the same country as the CA but controlled by companies in a foreign country

• Foreign value embedded in PP (~25%) is evenly split between EU (12%) and 
non-EU (13%) firms

Cross-border -
indirect 
21.6%

Cross-border 
- direct

4.1%
Domestic

74.3%

Value of contracts, below EUR200m
Cross-border -

indirect 
20.2%

Cross-
border -

direct
2.4%

Domestic
77.4%

Number of contracts, below EUR200m
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• Smaller countries award more PP to foreign entities:
− Malta - 56%, Cyprus - 31.4%, and Ireland - 22.5% as compared to…
− France - 1.9%, Germany - 3%, and the UK - 2.3%

• Closely integrated macroregions play a big role:
− ~ 40% of direct cross-border procurement took place within 500 km and 30% 

occurred between 500 and 1,000 km
− Spanish firms won 42% percent of the direct cross-border procurement awarded 

by Portugal and Portuguese firms won 9% in Spain

• Defence & Security sector had the largest share of direct cross-border 
procurement - 9.5%. 

• Health sector had the highest share of indirect cross-border procurement -
36.6%

• Most of successful suppliers in EU’s PP were large firms:
− 62.5% of the total value of all public procurement 
− 69.5% of the direct cross-border procurement value
− 79.1% of the indirect cross-border procurement value
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• Even in EU most of CAs are not accustomed to working with foreign bidders -
64.8% of EU’s CA’s have never received a direct bid from a non-domestic 
company*

• In a survey bidders identified 2 major barriers that prevent cross-border 
procurement:

− Administrative requirements
− Language barrier - 91.3% of respondent CAs publish tenders only in their language

• The econometric analysis of the most relevant factors positively associated 
with successful cross-border procurement includes:

− The contract award was related to supplies or works
− The tender was written in English or the contract award was awarded to a non-

domestic entity sharing a common language with the CA
− The contract award was awarded to firm from a neighbouring country
− The tender was carried out following one of the procedures that involve 

negotiations as opposed to open tender procedure

*https://ec.europa.eu/growth/publications/study-measurement-cross-border-penetration-eu-public-
procurement-market_en?fbclid=IwAR1lgdCCbQ_IZWN1UfTadvfURb-ivJkjRLoQRwDaxr91ti61OjmowfsaY5Y

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/publications/study-measurement-cross-border-penetration-eu-public-procurement-market_en?fbclid=IwAR1lgdCCbQ_IZWN1UfTadvfURb-ivJkjRLoQRwDaxr91ti61OjmowfsaY5Y
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• Major Ukraine’s administrative barriers to foreign participation that need to 
be accounted for in the tender requirements:

− Available equipment and production facilities of the bidder will be outside of the 
country, thus will need a non-exhaustive list of documental proof of existence. A 
separate case - if CA requires its minimum value, it has to foresee how to 
recalculate it from foreign currency

− Available personnel and proof of experience/skills should include procedures for 
foreign diplomas, proofs of employment, proofs of indersigning powers etc.

− Available experience with similar agreements should include foreign types of 
contracts, invoices, bank payments etc.

− All national type certificates, documents, standards, registers should have ‘or 
similar’ clause in the tender documentation

− Some requirements may be burdensome for a foreign entity - i.e. valid national 
construction license or accredited laboratory at the moment of bid submission -
these should be available within several months from contract signing

− Payment terms should envisage currency exchange rates and proper timing for 
foreign money transfer
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AMCU Antimonopoly Committee of Ukraine

CA Contracting Authority

CDB Central database - government owned ‘backend’ of ProZorro IT System

CMU Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine

CPB Central procurement body

DASU State Audit Service of Ukraine

DGF Deposit Guarantee Fund

MoD Ministry of Defence

MoE Ministry of Economy

MoF Ministry of Finance

MoH Ministry of Healthcare

NGO Non-governmental organisation

PP Public Procurement

SOE State-owned enterprise
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